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Abstract: The paper examines the impact of IFRS adoption on the use of loan loss provisions (LLPs) to manage earnings
and capital by listed deposit money banks in Nigeria. The study employed an ex-post facto research design and a sample of
fourteen (14) Deposit Money Banks listed on the Nigerian Stock Exchange. Data was obtained from 2009 to 2014 to capture
the pre- and post- IFRS adoption periods. Using paired sample t-test, we find quantitative evidence to the effect that there are
significant increase in the means of loan loss provisioning, and capital management by Deposit Money Banks in Nigeria in the
post IFRS adoption period compared to the pre-IFRS adoption period. However, the levels of earnings smoothing are
significantly lower in the post IFRS period. The implication of this finding is that adoption of IFRS improved earnings quality
in the sense of reduced earnings smoothing.
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1. Introduction
Loans and advances constitute the largest part of a bank’s
assets; being in the region of 10 -15 times larger than bank
equity [1]. If serious capital depletion issues are to be
avoided, provisions must be made for those loans that would
be bad, non-performing or slow-moving. In Nigeria, loan loss
provisioning is a major study area in accounting because of
the huge losses, serious capital depletion and bank failures in
the 1990s and late 2000s as a result of default of large loans
given earlier by banks. Loan loss provisioning refers to
deductions made from the net interest income of banks to
provide for anticipated bad or non-performing loans. This
practice is allowed by the applicable accounting standards
and bank regulators. Extant empirical literature document
evidence suggesting that loan loss provisioning (LLP) is
exploited by bank managers to smooth earnings ([2], [3], [4],
[5] among others) and to manage regulatory capital ([6], [1],
[7], [8], [9] among others).

The Statement of Accounting Standards No. 10 (SAS 10)
and the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) prudential guidelines
were the applicable standards for the banking industry in
Nigeria up to and including December, 2011. The
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) were
mandatorily adopted from January 1, 2012 and have since
guided loan loss provisioning by Nigerian deposit money
banks. Given the importance of loan loss provisions in
determining reported earnings of banks and meeting other
regulatory requirements [8], [10], this study expects that with
the adoption of IFRS, there will be significant aggregate
effects on banks’ earnings quality and capital management.
The expectation is that IFRS, being high quality standards,
would after their mandatory adoption; reduce the ability to
engage in earnings management and to manage capital to
meet regulatory requirements using loan loss provisions.
This paper examines the impact of IFRS adoption on the
use of loan loss provisions (LLPs) to manage earnings and
regulatory capital of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria.
In particular, three questions are addressed: How do loan loss
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provisions differ quantitatively before and after IFRS
adoption? How significant does the level of earnings
smoothing differ before and after IFRS adoption? How
significant does the level of regulatory capital management
differ before and after IFRS adoption? In the next section,
concepts in the study are clarified along with a review of
empirical literature; section 3 explains the research methods
employed; section 4 presents the results; and the final section
concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Conceptual Clarifications
This paper revolves around three main concepts: loan loss
provision, earnings smoothing, and regulatory capital
management. These concepts are defined and accordingly
clarified.
2.1.1. Loan Loss Provision
Loan loss provision is a non-cash expense for banks to
account for possible future losses on loan defaults. Banks
assume that a certain percentage of loans will be in default
or become slow-paying. Banks enter a percentage as an
expense when calculating their pre-tax incomes. This
guarantees a bank's solvency and capitalization if and when
the defaults occur. Loan loss provision is a key accounting
choice that significantly influences the earnings and capital
requirements of banks. In making loans, banks face the risk
that borrowers may default and the full amount of the loan
will not be recovered. Rather than wait for the loss to
actually occur before recognising it in the books, a bank
provides for possible loan losses. Loan loss provisioning
provides information to investors on the bank’s assets and

income which can have an effect on the bank’s regulatory
capital that determines the amount of Risk-Weighted Assets
(RWA) that the bank must hold. The RWA is part of the
capital adequacy framework that sets out the approach for
the computation of minimum capital required by a banking
institution to operate as a going concern. Thus, loan loss
provisioning is an important subject to investors, bank
regulators, standard setters and bank’s management Based
on the operations of a bank, an annual provisional charge to
the income statement creates a loan loss reserve (shown in
the bank’s position statement). When the full amount of
principal and interest on the loan becomes uncollectible, the
loan balance is reduced through a charge to the loan loss
reserve. The loan loss provision allocated each year
increases with the perceived riskiness of the loans advanced
to customers. Consequently, a bank making fewer risky
loans will have a low loan loss provision compared to a
bank making higher risky loans [11].
Before the compulsory adoption of IFRS, Nigerian banks
operated under the CBN Prudential Guidelines which
allowed loss provisions for specific loans identified as
impaired and a general provision for loans that may be
impaired. In contrast, the IFRS prescribes the incurred loss
approach whereby banks provide only for losses incurred at
the date of the financial position statement. Thus, general
provision for loans that may be impaired, that is, losses
‘expected as a result of future events’ may not be
recognised. The strict limitation by the standard setters to
actual incurred losses has to be understood in the light of
anecdotal and empirical evidence that loan loss accounting
is a favoured tool for managing earnings. The summary of
differences between the two regulatory frameworks is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Banking loan loss provisioning under CBN and IFRS rules.
Loan Loss Provisioning
CBN (Nigerian) guidelines
Loan is impaired and loss incurred if it is probable that the bank will not be
able to collect all amount due,
Credit portfolio is continuously being reviewed once a quarter in order to
recognize deterioration in credit quality base on perceived risk of default,
The assessment of risk default is based on criteria which include but not
limited to repayment performance, borrower’s repayment capacity on the
basis of current financial condition and net realizable value of collateral
Credit facilities which include loans connected with banks’ risk is classified
into performing and non performing if payment of principal and interest are
up to date with agreed terms or when due and not paid respectively
Rescheduling non-performing loan is based on borrower’s capacity i.e.
borrower must effect cash payment such that outstanding unpaid interest
does not exceed 90 days
Provisioning on reschedule loan is continuous until it is observed for a
period of 90 days to be working before achange is made
To reflect true financial condition, banks are to make specific and general
provision for perceived defaults
Provision is based on number of days stipulated in the guideline

IFRS guidelines
Loan is impaired and loss incurred if there is objective evidence of
impairment
The bank shall assess at each balance sheet date whether there is any
objective evidence of impairment. After the initial recognition of the asset
and loss event has an impact on the credit quality
Assessment is based on objective evidence which include significant
financial difficulty of the obligor, breach of contract such as a default in
payment of interest or principal is becoming probable that the borrower
will enter bankruptcy or financial reorganization and the likes
Credit facilities which include loans performance is measured using fair
value
Any outstanding unpaid which creates impairment is reduced directly or
through the use of allowance account and the amount of the loss recognized
in profit and loss
Provisioning on reschedule loan is amortized on impairment loss with
objective evidence
Only actual loss is provisioned for
Number of days is insignificant

Source: https://www.pwc.com/ng/en/pdf/nigeria_sas_10_and_new_prudential_guidelines.pdf
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2.1.2. Earnings Smoothing
Earnings smoothing - a form of earnings management, is
generally defined as the dampening of fluctuations in
reported earnings over time [12]. In smoothing earnings,
management takes actions to increase earnings when
earnings are relatively low and decreases earnings when
earnings are relatively high. Stolowy and Bretton (2004)
posit that the objective of earnings smoothing is to produce a
steadily growing stream of profits for the firm; this claim
could be interpreted to mean that as long as earnings are
positive and increasing, it does not matter if they are more or
less volatile.
Albrecht and Richardson (1990) define earnings
smoothing as “the deliberate dampening of fluctuations about
some level of earnings which is considered to be normal for
the firm” (p. 713). This definition implies that managers try
to reduce variances in reported earnings of the firm over
time. However, whether smooth earnings are “a steadily
growing stream of earnings” or “a deliberate dampening of
fluctuations in reported earnings;” managers have incentives
to smooth earnings. The capital markets appreciate
companies that report highly stable earnings because it is
easier for future earnings of such companies to be forecasted
more accurately. Investors and analysts also perceive that
smooth earnings are an indication that earnings of the
reporting company will persistent in future periods [15], [16].
Similarly, firms reporting smooth earnings are considered
less risky compared to firms with volatile earnings [17].
Thus, the value that the capital market places on the
smoothness of earnings is a strong incentive to smoothen
earnings [18]. Moreover, wider variances in reported
earnings are associated with higher risk; which translates into
higher capital costs. For this reasons, managers have the
incentive to smooth earnings. Thus, when bank profits are
abnormally high, banks tend to increase LLP to minimise the
volatility of earnings. Similarly, when bank earnings are low,
banks decrease LLP for the same reason- to smooth earnings.
2.1.3. Capital Management
In Nigeria, the prescribed minimum capital of deposit
money banks is that they (a) hold a minimum regulatory
capital of ₦25 billion and (b) maintain a ratio of total
regulatory capital to the risk-weighted asset at or above 10%.
The capital management hypothesis predicts that the
regulatory capital ratio is negatively related to loan loss
provisions because bank managers with low capital ratios
increase the ratio by charging more loan loss provisions to
reduce regulatory costs imposed by capital adequacy ratio
regulations. Regulatory costs relate to the fact that banks with
regulatory capital ratio below the minimum requirement are
subject to regulatory pressure, such as being forced to merge
with a stronger bank or prohibited from declaring dividends
to shareholders. Therefore, banks attempting to avoid
regulatory pressure and to gain public confidence have to
find ways to improve their regulatory capital and financial
results. One way of achieving this objective is by managing
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discretionary accruals via LLP [19]. Prior studies suggest that
in order to achieve capital adequacy ratios and avoid
violating minimum capital requirements, banks increase loan
loss provisions when regulatory capital is low and decrease
loan loss provision when regulatory capital is high [1], [8],
[9], [20].
2.2. Empirical Literature
Evidence of whether banks use LLP to smooth earnings is
mixed. Kanagaretnam, Lobo and Yang (2004) examine
whether and how bank managers use loan loss provisions to
smooth earnings and to signal their private information about
their banks’ future prospects. The authors found evidence
consistent with the use of loan loss provisions to smooth
earnings, particularly when pre-managed earnings are
extreme.
Greenawalt and Sinkey (1988) studied bank loan loss
provisions and the earnings smoothing hypothesis by
focusing on the function of loan loss provisions in managing
capital and earnings; they found evidence that bank managers
use their discretion to manipulate earnings. Wall and Koch
(2000) after a review of theoretical and empirical evidence
on earnings management via loan loss accounting in the US
summarised evidence, confirming earlier study by [7] that
banks both have an incentive to and generally use loan loss
accounting to manage reported earnings. On the other hand,
some studies hardly found evidence of earnings smoothing
via LLP after Basel 1 [8], [22].
Perez, Salas-Fum á s and Saurina (2008) tested earnings
smoothing and capital management practices through loan loss
provisions by Spanish banks. Using panel data econometric
techniques, they found evidence of earnings smoothing through
LLP but not of capital management. Using a sample of 878 US
bank holding companies over the period 2001–2009, [4] found
strong evidence of earnings smoothing behaviour. Additionally,
bank holding companies accelerate loan loss provisions to
smooth earnings when banks: hit the regulatory minimum target,
are in non-recessionary periods, and are more profitable. The
author also found that banks use loan loss provisions more
extensively during the crisis period to smooth income upward.
Given a sample of 15,268 US banks over the period 1996–
2011, [5] main results suggest that, depending on the size of
earnings, bank managers tend to engage in earnings-decreasing
strategies when earnings are negative (“big-bath”), use
earnings-increasing strategies when earnings are positive, and
use provisions as a smoothing device when earnings are
positive and substantial (“cookie-jar” accounting).
Gebhardt and Novotny‐Farkas (2011) looked at loan loss
provisions for banks in 12 European countries. They
concluded that the tighter loan loss provisioning rules in the
IFRS (IAS 39) significantly reduced discretionary behaviour
compared to before, as measured by less earnings smoothing.
However, they also found that banks delayed recognition of
loan losses and then recognised accumulated losses over
more than one period, distorting the flow of earnings. The
authors observed that this effect is likely to be more
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pronounced during economic downturns. Onalo, Mohd, and
Ahmad (2014) also discovered that Nigerian and Malaysian
banks use LLP to manage reported earnings before the
adoption of IFRS; but noticed lower earnings management
via LLP in the post IFRS adoption period.
On whether LLP will be used to manage earnings and
capital after IFRS adoption, [25] reported that earnings
management using loan loss provisions was significant over
the entire study period. However, it was lower after IFRS
adoption in 2005. The authors concluded that implementation
of IFRS in the EU improved the banks’ earnings quality by
mitigating the tendency of managers of listed commercial
banks to engage in earnings management using loan loss
provisions. Following the empirical iterature above, this
paper hypothesises as follow:
H 1 a: There is a significant difference in loan loss
provision before and after IFRS adoption by listed deposit
money banks in Nigeria
H 1 b: There is a significant difference in earnings
smoothing before and after IFRS adoption by listed deposit
money banks in Nigeria
Moyer (1990) presents evidence that the capital adequacy
ratio is significantly negatively related to loan loss
provisions, implying that bank managers adjust loan loss
provisions to reduce regulatory costs. By the same token,
[26] proposed that the reason for earnings manipulation in
banks is to maintain a desirable regulatory capital
requirements ratio thus avoiding unnecessary regulatory
costs. The author argued that banks do not wait until they are
below the regulatory standard before they begin managing
capital as suggested by the regulatory capital management
hypothesis; rather capital is managed in anticipation of
failure to meet the minimum regulatory capital threshold.
Anandarajan, Hassan and McCarthy (2007) examine
whether and to what extent Australian banks use loan loss
provisions (LLPs) for capital and earnings management.
They examined if there were changes in the use of LLPs as a
result of the implementation of banking regulations
consistent with the Basel Accord of 1988, which made loan
loss reserves no longer part of Tier I capital in the numerator
of the capital adequacy ratio. They find some evidence to
indicate that Australian banks use LLPs for capital
management, but find no evidence of a change in this
behaviour after the implementation of the Basel Accord.
Their results indicate that banks in Australia use LLPs to
manage earnings. Furthermore, listed commercial banks
engage more aggressively in earnings management using
LLPs than unlisted commercial banks. They also find that
earnings management behaviour is more pronounced in the
post-Basel period. Overall, their study shows evidence of a
significant understating of LLPs in the post-Basel period
relative to the pre-Basel period. This indicates that reported
earnings might not reflect the true economic reality
underlying those numbers.
Ahmed, Takeda and Thomas (1999) studied the 1990
change in capital adequacy regulations in the USA to
construct more powerful tests of capital and earnings

management effects on bank loan loss provisions and found
strong support for the hypothesis that loan loss provisions are
used for capital management. However, as indicated earlier,
they did not find evidence of earnings management via loan
loss provisions.
Scholes, Wilson and Wolfson (1990) examined the use of
LLP and other tools for capital management and found that
banks used LLPs to manage capital ratios by inflating loan loss
reserves when the capital amounts were close to violating
minimum requirements. They found no significant associations
with other tools so they concluded that LLP was used to
manage capital. The study by [28] on loan loss provision
decisions of Spanish banks found that loan loss provisioning
was used to manage earnings and capital. Concerns about the
improper use of loan loss provisioning prompted the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) to replace
existing “incurred loss methods” with IFRS 9, a “forwardlooking expected loss method” in July 2014. This study does
not include research on this new requirement/standard.
Accordingly also this study hypothesises that:
H 2: There is a significant difference in regulatory capital
before and after IFRS adoption by listed deposit money banks
in Nigeria

3. Methodology
This study employed an ex-post facto research design. The
population of the study consisted of all the twenty one (21)
deposit money banks listed on the Nigerian Stock Exchange as
at December, 31st 2014. As a result of the difficulty involved in
obtaining comparable data from 2009 to 2014 to capture the preand post- IFRS adoption periods, and also because of changes in
some banks due to mergers and outright acquisitions, this study
applied a filter to exclude banks that are unsuitable for collecting
data for this study. A usable sample size of fourteen (14) banks
was used for the six-year period; three years (2012-2014) post
IFRS adoption period and three years pre IFRS adoption period
(2009-2011). Relevant data are collected and extracted from the
published annual financial reports and accounts of the fourteen
(14) sampled banks.
3.1. Measurements of Variables Employed in the Study
(1) Loan loss provision is a non-cash expense for banks to
account for possible future losses on loan defaults.
Banks assume that a certain percentage of loans will be
in default or become slow-paying. Banks enter a
percentage as an expense when calculating their pre-tax
incomes. This guarantees a bank's solvency and
capitalization if and when the defaults occur. The loan
loss provision allocated each year increases with the
riskiness of the bank’s loan portfolio. A bank with a
small number of risky loans will have a low level of
loan loss provision compared to a bank taking higher
risks. Allowance for loan losses is calculated as the
sum of any specific, generic and other types of
allowances for loan losses, which might also include
those that have been temporarily created in addition to
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generic and specific provisions. Loan loss provisions
are calculated by adding provisions for credit losses,
releases of provisions and recoveries, direct write-off
of loans and advances and other loan loss provisions.
These were extracted from the published financial
statements of the sampled banks.
(2) Earnings smoothing was measured by the ratio of the
standard deviation of net income (σNI) to the standard
deviation of cash flows from operations (σCF), [i.e.,
σNI/σCF]. This measure is one of three measures
commonly used in the literature [29], [30], [31]. Low
values of this measure indicate that, all things being
equal, earnings have been smoothened. That is, a lower
variation in earnings relative to variation in cash flows is
evidence of earnings smoothing [32]; hence a lower
value of this metric signifies a smoother earnings stream.
(3) Regulatory capital is the amount of capital required by
regulation. For example, the CBN requires banks to
maintain a regulatory capital at ₦25 billion and a ratio of
total regulatory capital to the risk-weighted asset at or
above 10%. Banks have incentives to manage capital
because of the close monitoring by the CBN, which
measures deposit money banks’ performance in terms of
capital adequacy. Without regulatory capital requirement,
companies may not have any incentive to keep a large
amount of capital; companies may have alternative use for
their funds to engage in business initiative (s) with a view
to making profits. Also, raising capital dilutes the return
for existing shareholders and senior management of
companies who have share options. This can create
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disincentive for senior management to raise capital. The
regulatory capital is determined from the financial
statements of the sampled banks.
3.2. Comparative Analysis
The paired sample t-test was used to compare and test
whether the differences in the loan loss provisions, earnings
smoothing and capital management in the pre and post IFRS
adoption periods are significant. The paired sampled t-test is
calculated as follows:
=

(1)

√

where
̅ = mean of the difference between the paired groups of
the variables before and after adoption of IFRS.
= the standard deviation of the variables (loan loss
provision, earnings smoothing and regulatory capital) of the
banks under CBN prudential guidelines and under IFRS.
N = the total number of number of banks studied (14 in all).

4. Results and Discussions
Table 2 displays the descriptive statistics of the study
variables. For each loan loss provisioning frameworks, the
table depicts the minimum, maximum, mean, standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis. In this paper, all the
variables have skewness values of less than ±1.0 suggesting
that the distributions are approximately normal.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics.
N
LLP- IFRS
LLP-CBN
SMOOTH-IFRS
SMOOTH- CBN
CAPITAL-IFRS
CAPITAL- CBN

14
14
14
14
14
14

Min

Max

3.454
3.077
1.910
1.164
2.069
1.408

Mean

6.359
4.977
3.657
1.953
2.981
2.570

4.960
3.957
2.569
1.636
2.467
1.951

Std Dev
0.790
0.598
0.618
0.267
0.295
0.381

Skewness
Stats
-0.155
0.384
0.405
-0.477
0.534
0.527

Kurtosis
Stats
-0.306
-0.908
-1.256
-0.858
-1.159
-0.647

Std error
0.597
0.597
0.597
0.597
0.597
0.597

Std error
1.154
1.154
1.154
1.154
1.154
1.154

Source: SPSS Version 16 Output

Table 3 depicts the differences between the means of the loan loss provisions, earnings smoothing and regulatory capital
under the two banking regulatory frameworks. According to Table 3, the differences between the mean values of each pair of
scores (i.e., in Equation 1) are: 1.003(4.960-3.957) for Pair 1 (loan loss provision under IFRS and CBN frameworks);
0.933(2.569-1.636) for Pair 2 (earnings smoothing before and after IFRS adoption) and 0.516(2.467-1.951) for Pair 3
(regulatory capital after and before IFRS adoption).
Table 3. Paired Samples Test.
Paired Differences
Std.
Std. Error
Mean
Deviation Mean
Loan Loss ProvisionUnder IFRS –
1.003
LoanLoss Provision underCBN
Earnings Smoothing Under IFRS 0.933
Earnings Smoothing Under CBN
Regulatory Capital under IFRS 0.516
Regulatory Capital under CBN
Source: SPSS Version 16.0 Output

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.808

0.216

0.537

1.469

4.648

13

.000

0.713

0.191

0.522

1.346

4.899

13

.000

0.462

0.124

0.250

0.783

4.182

13

.001
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The fact that the t-values are positive means that the first
condition (loan loss provision under IFRS, earnings
smoothing under IFRS and regulatory capital under IFRS)
had larger mean values than the second condition (loan loss
provision under CBN guidelines, earnings smoothing under
CBN guidelines and regulatory capital under CBN
guidelines). Therefore, the conclusion is that loan loss
provisions, earnings smoothing and capital management
under IFRS are significantly higher than those under the
CBN prudential guidelines [i.e., (in pair 1: t (13) = 4.648, p
=0.000); (in pair 2: t (13) = 4.899, p= 0.000); (in pair 3: t (13)
= 4.182, p=0.001)].

5. Conclusions
This paper finds evidence to the effect that there are
significant increases in the means of loan loss provisioning,
and capital management by deposit money banks in Nigeria
in the post IFRS adoption period compared to the pre-IFRS
adoption period. However, the levels of earnings smoothing
are significantly lower in the post IFRS period. The
implication of this finding is that adoption of IFRS improved
earnings quality in the sense of reduced earnings smoothing
(standard deviation of earnings relative to standard deviation
of cash flows in the post IFRS period (0.618) is higher than
in the pre-adoption period (0.267)). However, the increased
LLPs by deposit money banks in Nigeria in the post IFRS
adoption period may have been used to manage capital to
achieve regulatory adequacy requirements.
These results are largely expected: CBN prudential
guidelines were rule-based without any managerial discretion
in estimating loan loss provisions and consequently, capital
management. In contrast, IFRS, being principles-based,
provide management with some flexibility in estimating loan
loss provisions. The use of management judgment should
result to high earnings quality (lower earnings smoothing)
even in the context of higher loan provisions.
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